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Press Information 

A glimpse at Hansgrohe and Phoenix Design’s creative process 

From idea to award-winning shower  

Schiltach, April 2016. In the 1970s, design found its way into the 

bathroom. During this time, bathrooms increasingly became living spaces 

and oases of relaxation. The Schiltach-based sanitation specialist 

Hansgrohe and its partner Phoenix Design played a defining role in 

shaping this transformation, and the two companies from Germany’s 

southwest have been working together successfully ever since. They 

collaborate in developing products that are an intelligent synthesis of 

design, function and convenience. Over the years, Phoenix Design has 

created icons of bathroom design for the Hansgrohe brand. “Most people 

today still mistakenly see design as related solely to aesthetics. Our 

approach is to focus on the people for whom we make the products. In 

doing so, we never neglect functionality,” says Tom Schönherr, Managing 

Director of Phoenix Design.  

“We have a very close working relationship with Phoenix Design which 

brings together our water expertise and their design competence. In fact, 

they are already a part of us. The great advantage for us is that they work 

like in-house designers, but they bring with them experience from other 

areas. This has allowed us to achieve great successes over the past 

years and cooperate in developing innovations that beautifully combine 

design and function,” says Richard Grohe, Deputy Chairman of the 

Executive Board at Hansgrohe SE. 
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The design process 

“We very carefully analyse how consumers use products, and identify any 

changes in their needs. Even though many well designed mixers, 

thermostats and showers are already available, we are constantly looking 

to make changes for the better,” says Tom Schönherr as he explains the 

first steps in the design process. “In developing the Hansgrohe Rainmaker 

Select overhead showers we have created a new generation of products 

with easy-to-use and convenient features that delight our customers.” The 

showerheads offer up to three spray modes and a 46-centimetre spray 

disc providing the utmost in shower pleasure. ShowerSelect control units 

are equipped with Hansgrohe’s Select technology, allowing users to 

switch spray modes easily and intuitively at the touch of a single button.  

An award-winning shower experience  

“An understated design language was especially important to us when we 

developed the extra-large showerhead to allow for optimal architectural 

freedom in contemporary surroundings,” explains Tom Schönherr. 

“Rainmaker Select overhead showers enhance the showering experience, 

making it more sensual und luxurious.” The appeal of the range lies in its 

white-backed glass surfaces – a sustainable material which transforms 

products into design highlights that significantly enhance the bathroom 

environment. The materials selected emphasise the clear design 

language: the smooth glass, sleek chrome frames and rimless surfaces 

give the overhead showers a premium look that visually complements 

other bathroom elements and makes the range suitable for any 

environment. This also impressed the jury of the iF awards: Hansgrohe’s 

Rainmaker Select shower system, comprising a thermostat, an overhead 

shower and a hand shower, was recently honoured with the highest 

distinction for outstanding design achievement, the iF gold award. 

* * *  
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Within the international Hansgrohe Group, Hansgrohe is the premium 
brand for bathroom and kitchen fixtures, showers and shower systems as 
well as thermostat and plumbing technology. Winners of numerous 
awards throughout the world, the brand’s products stand for modern 
technologies, innovative design and a superlative level of functional 
quality. This explains the success of the brand as a market leader in the 
shower segment and as one of the leading manufacturers of fixtures. With 
inventions such as the shower bar, adjustable spray types, the 
QuickClean function, the AirPower or the EcoSmart technology as well as 
the convenient Select technology, Hansgrohe is regarded as one of the 
leading innovators in the international sanitation industry. 

  

Find out more about  Hansgrohe on: 
www.facebook.com/hansgrohe 
www.twitter.com/hansgrohe_pr 

 

 Design Leader in the Sanitation Industry 
In the current ranking of the International 
Forum Design (iF), Hansgrohe SE ranks in 
10th position among 2,000 listed 
companies. With 860 points, the Schiltach-
based bathroom mixers and shower 
specialist outperforms brands such as 
Apple, Daimler and Nike and leads the 
design hit list in the sanitation industry. 
www.hansgrohe.com/design 

 

Further Information: Hansgrohe SE 
- Public Relations - 
Svenja Krauß 
Phone: +49 7836 51 - 1226 
Fax: +49 7836 51 - 1170 
E-Mail: public.relations@hansgrohe.com 
www.hansgrohe.com 
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Picture Overview 
Hansgrohe Rainmaker Select:  

From idea to award-winning overhead shower 
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“We very carefully analyse how consumers use products and identify changes 
in their needs. Even though many well designed mixers, thermostats and 
showers are already available, we are constantly looking to change for the 
better,” says Tom Schönherr when explaining the first steps of the design 
process. “In developing the Hansgrohe Rainmaker Select overhead showers we 
have created a new generation of products with easy-to-use and convenient 
features that delight our customers.” This also impressed the jury of the iF 
awards: Hansgrohe’s Rainmaker Select shower system, comprising a 
thermostat, an overhead shower and a hand shower, was recently honoured 
with the highest distinction for outstanding achievement, the iF gold award 
(above left). 
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The appeal of Hansgrohe’s Rainmaker Select range lies in its white-backed 
glass surfaces – a sustainable material which turns products into design 
highlights and significantly enhances the bathroom environment. The materials 
emphasize the clear design language: smooth glass, sleek chrome frames and 
rimless surfaces give overhead showers a premium look that visually 
complements other bathroom elements and make the range suitable for any 
environment.  
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These overhead showers indulge users with a variety of spray modes. They 
also feature an appealing new surface of high-quality white glass. In spite of 
their generous dimensions, Rainmaker Select showerheads are understated 
and blend into ceiling and bathroom designs. For the first time, these 
Hansgrohe Rainmaker Select showerheads can be entirely detached, making 
them easy to clean. The spray disc can also be removed from the showerhead 
for more intensive cleaning if desired. 
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The Hansgrohe Rainmaker Select 460 overhead shower offers a choice of 
three different spray modes for a customized and pleasurable shower 
experience: the full and refreshing Rain mode covers the entire body with 
droplets; the RainStream is made up of individual jets of large droplets of 
water, indulging you with an invigorating massage; the Mono spray mode 
invites you to relax and let go with its strong and targeted jet. 
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Picture link: 

http://pr.hansgrohe.com/Hansgrohe/2016_Hansgrohe_Rainmaker_Select_Design

/index.php 

http://pr.hansgrohe.com/hansgrohe/2015_Hansgrohe_RainmakerSelect/index.ph
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